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Let M(G) denote the convolution algebra of finite regular complex-valued 
Bore1 measures on a locally compact abelian group G, and let M,(G) be the 
ideal consisting of those measures whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish 
at infinity. Then there is a natural inclusion of the maximal ideal space d, of 
M,(G) in the maximal ideal space of M(G). The main result states that any 
subset of d, which is a boundary for M,(G) is a boundary for M(G). An im- 
mediate corollary is that the Silov boundary of M,(G) is dense in the Silov 
boundary of M(G). 
1. INTRODUOTI~N 
Very little is known about the Gelfand theory of the convolution 
algebra M(G) of finite regular complex-valued Bore1 measures on 
an LCA group G. Most of the theorems in this area only serve to 
emphasize the pathology of M(G). F or example, the natural involution 
on IM(G) is asymmetric, indeed the set of symmetric maximal ideals 
is small in that the kernel of its complement is the radical of the 
absolutely continuous measures [2]. As a further illustration, the 
Silov boundary of &Z(G) is a proper subset of the maximal ideal 
space [5]. 
Because of the link between smoothness properties of measures 
and the behaviour of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms, one might hope 
that the subalgebra M,(G) of M(G) consisting of those measures 
whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish at infinity would be more 
tractable and less pathological than M(G). Unfortunately, the evidence 
does not support this. The two results for M(G), mentioned above, 
remain true for M,,(G) ( see [l , Theor. 3, Corollary] for a proof of 
the second). The main result of this paper reinforces the evidence 
in a quantitative manner. 
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Of course, M,(G) is a closed ideal in M(G). In fact, it is an L-ideal, 
that is, if v is absolutely continuous with respect to p E M,(G) then 
v E M,(G). Its maximal ideal space d, , therefore, can be regarded 
as an open subset of the maximal ideal space d of M(G). One measure 
of the complexity of M,,(G) would be its size as a subset of d, e.g. 
is d, dense in d ? This question raised by Professor C. C. Graham 
appears to be difficult. However, the corresponding result for the 
Silov boundaries aM, and aM of M,,(G) and M(G) is true and will 
occur as a corollary of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A C A, be a boundary for M,(G). Then A is a 
boundary for M(G). 
By a boundary, we mean any subset of the maximal ideal 
space on which all the Gelfand transforms attain their maximum 
moduli. The following corollaries are immediate consequences of 
Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. The silov boundary of M,(G) is dense in the silov 
boundary of M(G). 
COROLLARY 2. The closure in A of any boundary of M,,(G) is the 
,!%ov boundary of M(G). 
As we have suggested, these results support the view that M,,(G) 
is as pathological as M(G). It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
proof involves the construction of strange measures in M,,(G). 
There are several methods of construction of members of M,,(G). 
Kahane and Salem [6] used probabilistic techniques to find p E MO(R) 
for which the support of p is not a basis for R, and this measure 
was perturbed by Rudin [9] into one whose support is an independent 
perfect set in R. The analogous measures on general LCA groups 
were obtained by Varopoulos [lo]. Because these methods rely on 
probabilistic ideas, the additional properties which can be imposed 
on (T are limited. 
A quite different technique was introduced by Ivashev-Musatov 
[4], and independently by Korner [8]. In this the measure is con- 
structed inductively, and, particularly in Korner’s approach it is 
possible to introduce a wide variety of additional operations into 
the induction step to restrict the behavior of u. This makes it the 
most suitable for use in our proof. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin by recalling some of the basic definitions. For a measure 
p E M(G) the Fourier-Stieltjes transform PA is defined by 
where y E G* -the dual group of G. We define &J,,(G) as consisting 
of those measures whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish at 
infinity on GA. As p + r_c A(y) is a complex homomorphism of M(G) 
for each y E G*, we have an embedding of G* in the maximal ideal 
space d(G) of M(G). Evidently M,(G) is an ideal in M(G), so that 
its maximal ideal space d,(G) is an open subset of d(G) and 
G* Cd,(G). The F ourier-Stieltjes transform may thus be regarded 
as the restriction to GA of the Gelfand transform, and there will 
be no confusion in using PA to denote the latter. 
The space L(G) of measures in M(G) absolutely continuous with 
respect to the Haar measure m, forms an ideal and by the Riemann- 
Lebesgue lemma is included in M&G). The maximal ideal space 
of L(G) is GA, and, in fact, L(G) is a regular algebra on G* [7, 
Chap. VIII]. 
The following lemma is the key to the proof of Theorem 1. Its 
proof will be delayed until Section 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let (p,) be a sequence of members of M(G) all of wiiich 
are singular to m, . Then there exists a probability measure a in MO(G) 
such that 
II cJn * Pn II = II Pn II and on * Pn 
is singular to mG (n = 1, 2, 3,. . .). 
Accepting, for the moment, the validity of this result we shall 
show that Theorem 1 follows. 
Let A Cd,(G) b e a boundary for M,-,(G) and let p E M(G) have 
spectral radius equal to 1. There is a a-compact open subgroup H 
of G such that ,U is concentrated on H. The natural embedding 
7: M(H) + M(G) takes M,,(H) into M,(G); to see this note that HA 
is the quotient of GA by a compact subgroup. The map 9 induces a 
continuous surjection [2, Lemma 21 T*: d(G) +- A(H) which takes 
d,(G) into d,(H). By an elementary argument y*(A) is a boundary 
for MO(H). Regarding p as a member of M(H) we can find 4 E d(H) 
such that 
I P*w)l = 1. 
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If 16 E H*, then there exists X EL(H) such that h* peaks at ~4. This 
implies that $ belongs to any boundary of M,(H) and hence, in 
particular, to q*(A). Now transferring this to M(G), p* assumes its 
maximum modulus on A. 
If, on the other hand, $ $ HA then we write 
where 7n EL(H) and each pn is singular to m,, . Since rnA(#) = 0 
for all n, we obtain 
11 I”” Ill/n = (II Pn II + II ha W” 3 II Pn vn 2 I PnAW'" = 1w)*w1”” = 1 
which implies lim 11 pn jllln = 1. Now choose u to satisfy the con- 
clusion of Lemma 1. Then 
ll(u * CL>” vn = (II on * pn II + II on * 711 llyn 
because on. * pn is singular to mH . Thus 
;+i II(u * P>” II+ 3 ;+J II 13% * pn ljlln = lim jl pn lI1ln = 1. ll’cc 
At this point we use the fact that q*(A) is a boundary for MO(H) to 
choose 4 E 7 *(A) such that \(u * p)*(4)] = 1. Clearly now 1 p*(4)\ = 1 
and $ assumes its maximum modulus on A. 
The proof of Lemma 1 involves a technical construction which 
is only possible when G is metrizable. We end this section by showing 
that, nevertheless, Lemma 1 remains true in the general case. 
LEMMA 2. If Lemma 2 holds for all LCA met&able groups, then 
it holds for general LCA groups. 
Proof. It is evidently possible to choose a countably generated 
u-algebra & of Baire sets (members of the smallest a-algebra con- 
taining all compact 9Z8 sets) such that for all n E N, E > 0 there 
exist A, B, ,..., B, E & with 
and 
m&4) = 0; I Pn IV) = II P7I II 
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Now, as in [3, p. 2851, there is a compact 9?a subgroup K of G such 
that every member of & is a union of cosets of K. Let H = G/K 
and let r: G -+ H be the canonical projection. This induces a Banach 
algebra homomorphism n*: M(G) + M(H). Because of the choice of 
d, II Dali = lIpnIl and g*(l pn I> (= I all) is singular to mH. 
Since H is metrizable we can apply Lemma 1 to find a probability 
measure err E M,,(H) such that grn c r*(p,) is singular to m, and 
II ‘31n * bill = I/ ~*(P,>ll. 
Now we lift ur to a probability measure 7 on G (i.e., T*(T) = err) 
and let 
To see that u E iWs( G), note that if y 6 Ann K, 0 * (y) = T A(y) + m, * (y) = 
0, whereas for y E Ann K, T*(Y) = or A(y). The norm preserving 
property of 0 follows from 
IIpn II > II an * pn !i 3 Ilr*(@ * PJI = II ulfi * bill = IIpn II. 
To complete the proof, we choose a Baire set B of H such that 
urn * I r*(p,)j is concentrated on B and m,(B) = 0. Lifting back to 
G we obtain 
and 
m,(Tr-yB)) = 0 
which is the required result. 
3. MECHANISM OF CONSTRUCTION 
We construct u by an inductive process. The measure a, exhibited 
at the nth level of the induction is obtained from the preceding one 
by certain allowable operations; these operations being dictated by 
properties required for the limit measure 0 = limn+a, (TV . Later in 
this section we shall give the lemmas which justify these various 
operations, and then in the next section provide the details of the 
induction argument. However, we feel that it will be useful for the 
reader if we spend a little time discussing the ideas involved. 
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The usual Cantor dissection process for constructing a measure 
can be expressed schematically as follows 
a(‘“) 
A 
u(n+l) 
1 
,,in+u 
2 
where 0, = a?’ + op) and crn+r = or (n+1) + ,(n+l) (n+l) + (pL+l) 
(In fact there will be 2” parts of u, , but &is szhzme suffic& to 
illustrate the ideas.) In this process the objects at the (a + 1) level 
are defined simultaneously and each depends only on the object 
immediately above it in the diagram. Thus $+r) and ap+l) are 
obtained from a?) by means of the allowable operations and in a 
parallel fashion OLD;“’ is modified to give ,p+l’ and ap+l). If one attempts 
to use this technique to construct a measure in M,(G), it very quickly 
becomes clear that (in the case G = T, the circle group), one can 
only exert control over the Fourier-Stieltjes transform (r* on certain 
intervals contained in Z; we call these “intervals of control.” Between 
these intervals there will be gaps where uA cannot be constrained. 
The key to forcing u into M,,(G) is to regard it as being made up 
from many parts, and on each of these perform a Cantor dissection 
process in such a way that an integer K will be in the “interval of 
control” of most parts of the measure and the total mass of the 
remainder into whose gaps it falls will become smaller as K increases. 
To produce the necessary overlapping properties of the intervals of 
control one has to make every part of the measure constructed at 
the nth level depend not only on the corresponding part at the 
(n - 1)th level but on those at the nth level which have already 
been defined. Thus schematically we have 
This idea was first used by Ivashev-Musatov in [4] to obtain measures 
whose supports have small Hausdorff dimension and whose Fourier- 
Stieltjes transforms tends to zero comparatively rapidly. It was 
rediscovered by Korner [8] who, being uninterested in the rate at 
which UA tends to zero, was able to introduce more flexibility into 
the technique. Thus for example he could construct, without resorting 
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to probabilistic arguments, measures of the type first obtained by 
Rudin [9] which h ave an independent set as support. In fact Korner 
appears to demand that the measure of an interval with respect to u 
is less than the length of that interval, which would imply that 
u EL(T), and it would then be zero. This slip in his paper can be 
rectified by just deleting the operations corresponding to this property 
of 0. 
Unfortunately this technique for producing u E M&G) leads to 
problems in connection with the other properties we require of u. 
These arise because we are dictating the behavior not just of o but 
also of its powers. If we could modify all of the parts of o, simul- 
taneously then it would be very easy to constrain uk, but this would 
introduce the gaps in the control of UA which we mentioned earlier. 
We must think of CT as being partitioned according to the construction 
at the (rz + 1) level, i.e., 
u = q + v2 + u3 + 04 . 
Now the condition that 11 v2 * p 11 = 11 p II implies that a, * v2 * p and 
v4 * vs * p, say, must not overlap in such a way as to cause cancellation 
of mass. We must, therefore, arrange to keep these two measures 
apart at the (n + 1) level. This would be very difficult if, like K6rner, 
we chose vy+l) to belong to L(G). The reason being that then 
c$+‘) x p EL(G) and if two such measures overlap then there is 
likely to be cancellation. Fortunately, all that is required to make 
Korner’s process work is that VP+‘) E M,,(G). If we can arrange 
matters so that this occurs and also that vp+l) * p is singular to mG 
then, at least for 02, the problems will be overcome. In fact, this 
necessitates the construction of measures oy+‘) which satisfy these 
requirements by another (fortunately, straightforward) application of 
Korner’s technique; this is done in Lemma 6. 
If one continues to apply this idea to the third power of (T, then 
one must separate vin+l’ * (&n+l’)a * p and ~k~+l’ + (vh%+l’)’ * p, and 
to do this one must have (crp+1))2 * p singular to m, . This raises 
problems; we are asking that the measures used in constructing o 
have much the same properties that v will have. There is a danger 
that we shall introduce a circularity. At this point the multinomial 
theorem comes to our aid. If we partition IT, and then raise it to 
the kth power, then the proportion of its mass which is contributed 
by terms involving powers greater than 1 of the various parts of u 
will be small, and will tend to zero as the size of the partition tends 
to infinity. The estimates we need to justify this are given in Lemma 7. 
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Returning to the basic scheme of the induction process, we need 
a device to ensure that, say, ,p+l’ retains the properties we have 
imposed on u1 . Cm) Of course, in the classical process, u;~+~) is defined 
immediately after a?), so that no problem of this kind arises. However, 
in Korner’s process, op+” is defined several induction steps after 
up’, and there is a danger that some of what we have gained in 
defining 0:“’ will be lost by the time we arrive at ~p+r). Korner 
overcame this problem by introducing the concept of a descendant 
measure. Much the same idea is involved in our definition of a 
template. All later modifications of 0:“’ have to fit the template 
which was provided when that measure was defined. 
A template is a pair (Y, a) where %7 is a finite family of mutually 
disjoint relatively compact open sets and 01 is a positive real valued 
function on ‘%‘. Such a template ($7, a) is said to be a re$nement of 
(9, P> CC%‘, 4 < (9, PI> if 
(i) the closure of each member of %Z is contained in a member 
of9; 
(ii) for all V E 9, &CY,UEW 0(U) = /3(V). 
Two templates (9, a) and (9, p) are said to be disjoint if (J +? and 
u 9 are disjoint. 
Given a finite collection (Vi, ai) (i = 1, 2,..., rz) of mutually 
disjoint templates, we write (JL, (Vi , ai) for the template (59, a) 
where 9? = lJL1 %?i and 01 14. = oli (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
A positive measure p is said to be consistent with a template (V, a) 
if the support of ,u is contained in (J %? and p(U) = U(U) for all 
U E %?. This situation is indicated by p - (Q?, a). 
In view of Lemma 2 we are able to restrict G to be an LCA 
metrizable group. In this case the dual group G^ is expressible 
as a countable disjoint union (JF=, F, of equicontinuous (i.e., relatively 
compact) subsets r, of G A. We fix this notation for the remainder 
of the paper. 
The following series of simple lemmas provides the allowable 
operations in the induction step. Most of them are almost self- 
evident and we shall present only brief sketches of the proofs. 
LEMMA 3. Let (Y, CX) be a template and let a E M(G) be consistent 
with (%T, a). Suppose that there are positive real numbers E, & , con- 
tinuous functions fik (i = 1, 2 ,..., k; k = 1, 2 ,..., q) and positive 
integers n(l),..., n(m) such that 
I “*(rno)l < E (j = 1, 2,..., m) 
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and 
I(0 + v * Pi( > Bik (i = 1, 2,..., k; k = 1, 2 ,...) q), 
where A, pi E M(G) (i = 1, 2 ,..., 4). Then there is a rejkement (9, /3) 
of (9, a) such that if T - (9, fi) then 
and 
I ~A(mcn)l < c (j = 1, 2,..., m) (1) 
I(7 + 4” * Pi(fib)I > Pik (i = I, 2 ,...) k; k = 1, 2 )...) p). (2) 
Proof. It is evident that we can approximate (T in the weak* 
topology by positive discrete measures with finite support which 
are consistent with ($7, CX). Thus we can choose such a measure r 
which satisfies (1) and (2). (Note that since all of the approximating 
measures are constrained to have supports contained in a fixed 
relatively compact set u ‘%, weak* convergence coincides with 
pointwise convergence of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms, so that there 
is no problem in dealing with product measures.) Now 9 is chosen 
to be a finite family of disjoint open sets such that the closure of 
each is contained in some member of 9, and each of which contains 
exactly one member of the support of T. The sizes of the sets in 9 
are determined by the requirement that the oscillations of fik 
(i = 1, 2 ,..., K; k = 1, 2 ,..., 4) and of the equicontinuous sets r’,o, 
(j = 1, 2,..., m) be small on these sets. In view of this, the transition 
from a point measure at some element of V (E 9) to a more general 
measure smeared over V does not affect (1) and (2). 
LEMMA 4. Let p, h be members of M(G) singular to m, . Then for 
any E > 0 and template (9, CX) there exists a re$nement (9, /3) such 
that if 7 - (63, /3) 
II(T * 4 + P II 3 II 7 II II A II + II P II - E. 
Proof. This follows quickly using standard weak* approximation 
arguments from the remark that the measures 
qx,) *A, %J * k..., %4 * 4 P 
are mutually singular for almost every (with respect to the product 
measure m, X m, X ‘** x m, (n times)) choice of n-tuples (xi ,..., xJ. 
LEMMA 5. Let p be a probability measure which is singular to mG 
and let (9, CC) be a template. Then, for E > 0, there is an open V and 
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a positive measure u E M,,(G) such that cr is consistent with (%, a) and 
and 
u * P(V > II (J IIll - El (3) 
%(V < II cJ II Is- (4) 
Proof. This again involves a weak* approximation argument 
after noting that there is no problem in finding a discrete measure 
which satisfies (3) and (4). 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
Here we give the details of the process described in the early 
paragraphs of Section 3. First we establish that it is possible to 
choose the parts of u, so that the problem of dealing with powers 
of (T can be overcome. 
For a Bore1 set A C G and a measure cr E M(G), u 1 A denotes the 
measure B - u(A n B). For 9? a finite family of open sets, we shall 
abuse notation and write u 1 % to mean u 1 U V. 
LEMMA 6. Let p be a probability measure in MO(G) which is singular 
to m,. Then there is a positive measure u E M,(G) such that a * p 
is singular to mG . If, in addition, (9?, /3) is a template then u may be 
chosen so that u - (V, fl). 
Proof. Since the final assertion is immediate from a consideration 
of translates of restrictions of u to suitable open sets, we concentrate 
on the first part. 
The measure u is constructed by induction. We fix a sequence 
(E,) of positive real numbers tending to zero. It will become clear, 
that in view of the results of the previous section, no problems are 
encountered in starting the induction so we proceed to describe the 
objects introduced at the nth stage. These are as follows. 
(a) 2” disjoint templates (+?p’, 01:“‘) such that the sum of ajn) 
over ‘%‘@) is 2-“, and 2” subsets .Fy) of %‘l*) such that the 2 
sum of aiR) over CFp) is 2-“-l (i = 1, 2,..., 2”); 
(b) 2” positive measures D:~) E M,(G) such that uin) is consistent 
with (VP’, LX:“‘) (i = 1, 2,..., 2”); 
(c) 2” positive integers N(“)(i) such that, if k >, N(“)(i) and 
U E Y!“‘, then z 
l(q) 1 iY)A(r,)] < EnU(in)(U) (i = 1, 2,..., 2”); 
sWW4-3 
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(In fact it is a convenience to write also AW(O) = 
~V(“-i)(2”-~) and to suppose that the N(“)(i) increase as i 
increases from 0 to 2”.) 
(d) a continuous function f, with 0 < f, < 1 such that m,(f,J < 
E, and CT, * p(f?) > 1 - l i (j = 1, 2 ,..., n), where (T, = 
c;:l c7@) z * 
Of course, the choices of these objects are interdependent in 
various ways; and, to ensure that (J lies in M,,(G), we have to demand 
a further constraint: 
(e) if 7 - (%?p’, a?)) and N(n-l)([+(i - l)] + 1) < K < 
N(“)(i - 1) then 
I 7 * (T,)l < 2-7%,-i (i = 1, 2 )...) 2”). 
Turning to the construction of the corresponding objects at stage 
7t + 1, we first split each template (%?im’, ol:“‘) into two disjoint 
templates, (9& , /I&) and (9$‘“‘, /32’), where 9?in) = 9& u 9g’ 
and /3!& and /3$) are the appropriate restrictions of c@). This is 
arranged in such a way that 
c &y(V) = 2-+-r, 
where the sum is over @$’ and where the choice is made possible 
by (4. 
Now we have to define the templates (VP+‘), a?+‘)) by taking 
each (@“‘, @“‘) in turn and finding a suitable refinement of it. 
Thus we begin by choosing (%‘pf’), c@+‘)) < (@“I, /??I) such that, 
if r is consistent with (VP+‘), c@+l)) then 
l(T + (% j ye))) *p(h) / > 1 - 9 (i = I,2 ,...> 4, 
/ 
j TA(Tk)/ < 2-“-b, (N’“)(l) < k < Ay2”)). 
This is just an application of Lemma 3, where we have used (c) and 
(d) to justify the hypothesis. It is evident that @‘in+‘), OI:~+~)) can be 
made to satisfy also the relevant portion of (a), so that Fp+” is 
now chosen. 
The next step is to define CT, (+l). To do this, we apply Lemma 5 
and find an open set V, and the measure oin+‘) E M,,(G) such that 
,?+I) - (%y+l), olp+y, up+l) * p(V1) > 2-91 - En+& 
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and 
Next we choose N@+l)(l) > N(“J(2”) (= N(“+l)(O)), so that if 
k > Nfn+i)(l) then 
,,up+1 ; U) A( < En+p~+lyU) (U E yi-1’). 
That this is possible follows from the choice of @+l) as a member 
of MO(G). This completes the construction of those objects at level 
n + 1 which correspond to the case i = 1. 
In similar fashion we refine (9?‘, /3?‘) to obtain (~FFP+~‘, @+l)) 
and Pp+l) compatible with (a) and such that, if T N (%Fin+l’, /3p+l’), 
then 
/ 7 * (F,)l < 2-n-h, (N(“)(l) < k < iV(n+l)(l)). 
Again this step is possible because of Lemma 3. Also, as before, 
we find op+l) E M,(G) and an open set V, such that CT?+‘) is con- 
sistent with (@Y1’, @+“) and 
u2 h+l) * p( V,) > 2-971 - %+1 ) ) I?zc( v-2) < 2-+-1cnfl .
Now W+l’(2) is defined to be greater than Ncn+r)( 1) and such that 
if k > N(“+l)(2) then, for all U E ~F?P+~‘, 
!(c$+l) / u)^(r,)j < fn+1~2 (n+l'( U). 
It is clear that we can continue this process to obtain (%?p+‘), CX~+~)), 
c$-!n+l) , ~!~fl), and N(“+l)(i) for i = 3,..., 2n+1. Moreover, the method 
of2constriction ensures that, at the (a + 1) level, (a), (b), (c), and 
(e) are satisfied. To complete the induction step we must find a 
continuous function fn+i on G which fulfils the condition (d). The 
measure a,+i = xc1 2n+1 Oin+l) satisfies 
'Jn+1* P(h) > 1 - Ej (j = 1, 2 )...) n), 
by construction, so that the part of (d) which refers back to the 
previous stages gives no trouble. We need to obtain the displayed 
inequality when i = n + 1. 
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In fact, let V = lJ:l:’ Vi . Then 
and 
These inequalities ensure the existence of a function fn+l in accordance 
with (d). 
By induction the objects described in (a), (b), (c), (d) and satisfying 
(e) exist for all positive integers n. Let (T be a weak* limit point of 
the sequence (uw) of probability measures. Since, by construction, 
(k 3 n> 
the corresponding statement holds for the limit measure cr. Before 
proving that u belongs to M,(G) we dispose quickly of the other 
part of the conclusion. Taking limits in (d) we deduce that 
u * P(fn) 3 1 - % , mc(fn> G %a (n = 1, 2, 3 ,... ), 
where f, E C(G) and 0 < fn < 1. This is enough to guarantee that 
a * p is singular to m, . 
Now let K > Ncn)(2%) = N(%+l)(O). Then either k > iV’n+1’(2fif1) 
or there exists an integer p (1 < p < 2%+l) such that Nln+l)( p - 1) < 
k < N’~+l’(p). w e concentrate on the second alternative, where, 
in fact, 
N’“‘([$q] + 1) < k < N’“+l’(q) (q = p,p + I,..., 2n+l - 1) 
and 
N”+l)(r + 1) ,( k < N’n+2’(2r) < A7’n+2’(2r + 1) (r = 0, I,..., p - 2). 
These imply, by (e), that 
I(u / sq+l)) A( < 2-n--lCll (q = p + 1,p + 29.9 2”fl) 
and 
I(u 1 +Yp+2)) qr,)l < 2-n--lCnfl (r = 1, 2 ,...) 2p - 3). 
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The only part of u which is not covered by these inequalities has 
norm less than 2-“. It follows that 
I Q”v-,)I -=c %I + En+1 + 2”. 
It is now easy to see that u E M,(G) and this completes the proof 
of Lemma 6. 
Next we give the estimates which justify the ignoring of higher 
powers of the parts of ank. 
LEMMA 7. Let p E M(G) and let u1 ,..., ap be positive measures each 
of norm n-l. Suppose also that, for some E > 0, 
(9 II ut * P II > (1/4(ll P II - (43)) 
(ii> I/ u;* I p,/ - ai * I P I II > Wn)(ll P II - (43q)) (i # j; i, j = 
> ,...) . 
Then 
> (4/4(ll P II - 4 
Proof. It follows readily from (ii) that there exist Bore1 sets Agi 
such that 
and 
Define 
uj * 1 p l(Aij) < 6/4nq (i # j; i,j = 1, 2 ,..., q). 
Then 
Ai = n Aij and Bi = Ai u Aj . 
9% \ &i 
and 
ui * I P l(4) > (l/‘n)(ll P II - (c/4)) 
uj * I P I(4 < +nq, 
Consequently 
(i # j; i,j = 1, 2 ,..., q). 
ui * I P l(Bi) > (l/‘n>(ll P II - (e/2)) 
which together with (i) yields 
II ui * P I Bi II > WNI P II - (5#); (i = 1, 2 )...) q). 
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Now fix a Bore1 function fi vanishing off Bi and with absolute value 
not greater than 1 such that 
‘pi * p(h) 3 U/n)(li P II - (549). 
Letf = CLlfi , so that Ifi < 1 and 
if: ui * P) (f> > ; (II P II - 7) - c ui * I P l(Bi) 
id id 
i#j 
3 ; (II P II - 3) - f b f (II P II - e>. 
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 1. The technique is 
similar to that used in the previous proof but consideration of powers 
of u forces additional constraints and complications. In particular 
we shall cut down on notation by using a(1z, m) to denote the real 
number (2”!)((2” - m)!~z!)-r2-~“, where 0 < m < n. Note that, for 
m in this range, 
0 < a(n,m) < I, li+i a(n, m) = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 1. As before we fix a null sequence (en) of positive 
reals and proceed by induction. The situation at level n corresponds 
to the following. 
(a) 
(b) 
(4 
(4 
(4 
2” templates (%Yl”‘, ol:“‘) such that the sum of CL?’ over %?ln) 
is 2-n, 2% subsets Fp’ of %‘p’ such that the sum of alp’ over 
fltn) is 2-?L-l* 
2nameasures aon) belonging to M,(G) with CT(~) N (5@‘, OIL)), 
and positive integers N(“)(i) such that if k $ N(“)(i) then 
I($) 1 U)*(r& < E&p(U) (u&p); 
continuous complex-valued functions f 2,“’ with 11 f fi,“’ 11 < 1 and 
m,(l fg,“’ I) < E, (m = 1, 2,..., n); 
if:,;;; (%?ln’, @‘), then, for NC”-l)([*(i - l)] + 1) < k < 
71 * , 
1 7 A( < 2-“En-1 ; 
f or u, = rfl dn), we have z 
I UPrn * Pm(fk))I > P(P, ml - 1) II Pm II - c!P 
(m = 1, 2 ,...) p; p = 1, 2 )..., n). 
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As in the previous proof we use the existence of the gin) to express 
each (%?p’, 01:“‘) as a disjoint union of suitable templates (9$11 , p&) 
and (9$‘, ,5$)). (Each ,8(n) is defined by restricting 01(“) and the 
“mass” sum is 2-n-l in each case.) Now we apply Lemma 3 to 
obtain a refinement (Q?p+l’, ciytl) ) of (9?‘, /3?‘) with the property 
that if T - (%?i”+“, CI~+“) then 
1 TA((rJ < 2-4e, (N(“)(l) < k < IV)(2”) = N’Q+l’(O)), 
and 
l(T + (G 1 g ey * Pm(fk’) j > CWP, 4 - 1) II Pm II - %I 
, 
(m = 1, 2 )..., p; p = 1, 2 )...) n). That this is possible follows from 
(b) and (e) and, as before, we make sure that Fp+‘) can be chosen 
at this point. Now ,in+‘) is chosen in M,(G) in such a way that 
CJ?+~) - ($?p+l), .p+l)) and ,p+‘) * 1 pm 1 is singular to m, (m = 
1, 2,..., n + 1). This is an application of Lemma 6. Moreover, using 
Lemma 4, we can ensure that 
11 up+l) * p, 11 > 2-q p, (/ - 2-(n+4)2en+l) 
(m = 1, 2,..., n + 1). At this point N c”+l)(l) is defined to be greater 
than N(%+l)(O) and such that, if K 2 N(“+l)(l), 
j(ul(n+l) I U)A(l;c)l < En+lJ:+qU), 
for all U E %?in+r). 
We proceed with the construction of the objects at level n + 1 
in such a way that after i steps we have (@n+l), c@+r)), op+l) and 
Ncn+l)(j) (j = 1, 2,..., i) consistent with the dictates of (a), (b), (d) 
and satisfying three more constraints: 
(9 
(m = 1, 2 ,..., p; p = 1, 2 ,..., n); 
(ii) ,p+l' * ,p-1) * . . . * ,!n+l) z * / pm [ is singular to m, (m = 
1, 2,..., n + 1); 
(iii) if (i(l),...,i(r)), (k(l),..., K(Y)) are distinct r-tuples, with 
Y < n + 1, and 1 <j(l) <j(2) < *-* <j(r) < i; 1 < 
k(l) < k(2) < a** < k(r) < i, and if 1 < m < n + 1 then 
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II $;“1:” * u!n+l) 3(2) * -** * u&y * pm // > 2-‘(n+l)(jl p, jj - 2-(n+4%n+l). 
Of course it is necessary to verify that the 2”+1 steps at level n + 1 
can be carried out according to these rules. To this end we describe the 
passage from i to i + 1. In fact we choose a refinement (%?~‘$‘, 01:“;1l’) 
of (@“,i , $$) such that if T is consistent with this refinement then 
I T A (T,)l < 2-n--len , for N(“)([$i] + 1) < K < N(“+i)(i), 
and 
> cwP~ m) - 1) II pm II - Eg 
(m = 1, 2 ,...) p; p = 1, 2 ,...) fz). 
Of course the existence of such a refinement is a consequence of 
Lemma 3. Observe next that, by (ii), 
(n+1) h+1) 
Ud(l) * UAZ) **..*u;~r~l)*lpp,I Irnc 
whenever (j(l),...,j(r)) and m are as described in (iii): In conjunc- 
tion with Lemma 4, this enables us to make repeated refinements 
of our preliminary choice for (U&+$, CX$$..‘) to ensure that if 
7 N (qp, a$~“) h ( ) t en iii remains true when i is replaced by 
i + 1 and T is labelled as ui+r (n+l). When the necessary refinements 
have been made and 9~~~” has been chosen, we do in fact choose 
&$‘) in M,,(G) ( using Lemma 6) in such a way that (ii) remains 
valid when i is replaced by i + 1. 
We have now verified that it is possible to pass along the steps 
i = 1 to i = 2”f1 according to the rules (a), (b), (d), (i), (ii), (iii). 
In particular we have demonstrated that, in the main induction, 
passage from n to n + 1 compatible with (a), (b), (d) is possible. 
There remains the problem of finding continuous functions fg+‘) 
(m = 1, 2,..., n + 1) as in (c) which, together with the ones defined 
earlier, give (e) when n is replaced by n + 1. (By construction (e) is 
true for m < n, so that only the n + 1 case of (e) remains unproven.) 
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Now we use Lemma 7 in conjunction with (iii) to obtain 
II 
2 aj(;llt;l) * uj(p * . . * * lJj’;tm; * pm 
Ii 
> 2-m(ntl,(212+1!)[(2”+1 - m)! m!]-‘(I\ pm I/- l n+l), (5) 
for m = 1, 2,..., n + 1, where the summation is over all m-tuples of 
the form (j(l),j(2),...,j(m)) with 1 <j(l) <j(2) < a** <j(m) < 
n + 1. Now let (~,+r = CT=‘,’ @+r) and expand ~~+r by the multi- 
nomial theorem to obtain, via (5), 
II c+1”,1 *pm II > 4n + 1, MPm II - G&+1) - (1 - 4n + 1,4> II Pm II 
> (24n + 1, 4 - 1) IIPmll - %+1 - (6) 
(Recall that 0 < CX(~ + 1, m) < 1.) Furthermore, if h, denotes that 
part of CJ~+~ * pm which is singular to mG , then a similar argument 
gives the sharper conclusion that 
II 4lII > P(n + 1, 4 - l)llPmll - %+1. (7) 
This is true because, by (ii), if i(l),..., j(r) are distinct integers 
(1 <j(s) < 2”+r ; s = 1,2,..., r; r < m) then 
bail) 
Oh) * ~j(Z) h+l’ * ‘.. * cr’$y) * pm 1 rnG . (4) 
Now (6) and (7) guarantee that continuous functions f~+l),...,f~+$‘) 
can be found to fulfil the conditions (c) and (e) with n + 1 in place 
of n. 
Having completed the induction step we proceed as in the proof 
of Lemma 6 to take 0 as a weak* limit of (a,) and, as before, we see 
that the Fourier transform of 0 vanishes at infinity. From (e) we 
find that 
for 1 < m < n. Thus 
II Pm II 3 II urn * Pm II > pz I urn * Pmd?)l 
= $% (24% 4 - 1) II Pm II - %I = II Pm IL 
so that 11 urn *pm. II = II pm II- M oreover we can, in view of (c), choose a 
subsequence (f;(i)) which tends to zero mG almost everywhere and 
this, substituted in the preceding formula, shows that CP *pm is 
singular to mc . That completes the proof. 
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